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High-throughput DNA sequencing provides not only primary diagnosis but also makes available other genetic variants with
potential health implications. the American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics (ACMG) has recommended a list of
medically actionable genes since 2013 and very recently released an updated ACMG SF v3.0 list comprising 73 genes. Here, we
analyzed exome data of 1559 unrelated Thai individuals to determine the frequency and spectrum of pathogenic (P) or likely
pathogenic (LP) variants in the 73 genes. Based on the ACMG guidelines for the interpretation of sequence variants, 68 different P/
LP variants in 26 genes associated with 18 diseases inherited in an autosomal-dominant manner of 186 individuals (11.9%; 186/
1559) were identiﬁed. Of these, 22 P/LP variants in 15 genes associated with 13 diseases of 85 individuals (5.5%; 85/1559) were also
reported as P/LP in the ClinVar archive. The majority harbored variants in genes related to cardiovascular diseases (4.7%; 74/1559),
followed by cancer phenotypes (0.5%; 8/1559). None of the individuals in our cohort harbored biallelic variants in genes responsible
for diseases inherited in an autosomal recessive manner. The results would serve as a basis for precision medicine practice at
individual and population levels.
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INTRODUCTION
High-throughput DNA sequencing including genome sequencing
(GS) and exome sequencing (ES) has increasingly been used in
clinical medicine to guide patient care, mainly owing to the
improved efﬁciency of analyzing and interpreting genomic data
and its less-expensive cost [1]. Not only giving the molecular
diagnosis for the presenting symptoms, GS/ES would also offer
genetic variants in other genes. The variants in disease-causing
genes unrelated to the patient’s primary diagnosis but have the
potential medical value are deﬁned as secondary ﬁndings (SFs).
SFs may help prevent a disease from occurring and guide the
management if the disease develops.
In 2013, the American College of Medical Genetics and
Genomics (ACMG) released recommendations and encouraged
the evaluation for reporting of pathogenic (P) or likely pathogenic
(LP) variants in 56 medically actionable genes of 24 different
diseases [2]. In 2017, ACMG SF v2.0 has revised the list to 59
actionable genes of 27 various diseases [3]. Using this SF v2.0,
studies of 196 Koreans [4], 1116 Hong Kong Chineses [5], 280
Lebaneses [6], 161 Taiwaneses [7], 954 East Asians [8], and 1005
Qatari people [9] demonstrated frequencies of SFs ranging from 1
to 9% [10].
Very recently, the list of actionable genes was updated in 2021
to include a total of 73 genes for 35 phenotypes [11]. Evidencebased guidelines were also recommended by ACMG, the
Association for Molecular Pathology (AMP), and the College of
American Pathologists (CAP) in 2015 for the assessment of

evidence to standardize the interpretation of genetic variants
[12]. The ACMG Secondary Findings Maintenance Working Group
(SFWG) also updated the policy statement on the SF gene list in
2021 [13]. An increase of 14 genes from ACMG SF v2.0 list to 73
genes in the SF v3.0 list would likely increase the frequency of SFs.
Of the 14 newly added genes, three genes are related to cancer
(PALB2, MAX, TMEM127), four to cardiovascular (CASQ2, TRDN,
FLNC, TTN), two to inborn errors of metabolism (BTD, GAA), and
four to miscellaneous phenotypes (HFE, ACVRL1, ENG, HNF1A,
RPE65).
Here, we analyzed exomes of 1559 unrelated Thais to determine
the frequency and spectrum of SFs in the newly updated SF v3.0
list of ACMG 73 medically actionable genes, which could be used
as a basis to improve the Thai population’s healthcare.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
Study samples
Exomes of 1565 unrelated Thai individuals who were parents of patients
with various rare diseases were recruited. Informed consent was obtained
from each individual. The study was approved by the Institutional Review
Board of the Faculty of Medicine, Chulalongkorn University.

Sequencing and variant calling
Genomic DNA was extracted from peripheral blood leukocytes. The DNA
samples were prepared as an Illumina sequencing library enriched by
either TruSeq® Exome Kit (Illumina, San Diego, CA) or SureSelect Human All
Exons, reagents (Agilent Inc,® Santa Clara, CA) according to the
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Fig. 1

Schematic workﬂow of the secondary ﬁndings (SFs)

manufacturer’s standard protocol. Sequencing was performed on the
NextSeq 500 or Hiseq 4000 Systems.
Reads ﬁles (FASTQ) were generated from the sequencing platform.
Reads were aligned to the human reference genome (GRCh37) using the
Burrows-Wheeler Aligner package v 0.7.15 [14]. Variant calling was
performed using the Genome Analysis Tool Kit (GATK Best Practice V3.7,
Broad Institute), which is called by HaplotypeCaller [15].

Ancestry estimation
Our samples were mixed with the samples from the 1000 Genomes Project
by PLINK 1.90 beta 6.9 and visualize principal component analysis (PCA) in
R package. Samples that did not cluster together were removed.

Variant annotation and interpretation
To annotate genetic variants, we used ANNOVAR, which uses data from
different databases including RefGene (20190929 version), dbSNP150
(avsnp150; 20170929), ljb26_all (20140925 version), and Clinvar (20210120
version) [16] ANNOVAR also provided allele frequencies across global
populations from respective data sets including the ESP (esp6500siv2_all;
20141222 version), ExAC project (exac03;20151129 version), 1000 Genomes project (1000g2015aug_all;20150824 version), and gnomAD
(20190323 version). The variant interpretation was limited to the 73
actionable genes [11]. We included only variants that have allele
frequencies <1%, quality genotype (DP) > 15, quality score >20, and were
reported as P/LP by VarSome’s ACMG classiﬁcation [17]. Then, we removed
variants present in both the participants and their children which were
responsible for the children’s presenting symptoms and excluded

monoallelic variants in autosomal recessive genes. Finally, we described
variants that were also reported as P/LP in Clinvar aggregate records (VCV)
(see Fig. 1 for the schematic workﬂow).

RESULTS
Of the 1565 exomes, six were removed because they did not
cluster with the majority. The ﬁnal cohort is clustered with the East
Asian population (Fig. 2) and consists of 1559 samples with 769
males and 790 females. ES allowed us to detect 14,089 variants in
the 73 selected genes. Using the ﬁltering criteria for pathogenicity
based on ACMG guidelines, 95 P/LP variants in 34 genes of 230
individuals were identiﬁed (Supplementary Table S1). Four
individuals harbored variants in the genes responsible for the
presenting symptoms in their children and were excluded. These
include a RET missense variant, c.1438 G > A (p.Glu480Lys), leading
to multiple endocrine neoplasia type 2 and three variants in
ATP7B, c.3316 G > A (p.Val1106Ile), c.3426 G > C (p.Gln1142His) and
c.1708-1 G > C, causing Wilson disease in their affected children
(individuals with the red fonts in Supplementary Table S1).
According to the ACMG recommendations, the second ﬁnding
of recessive diseases should only be returned when the individual
carries biallelic mutations in the same gene. Forty individuals
were identiﬁed to carry monoallelic P/LP variants in eight
autosomal recessive disorders and were excluded (Supplementary
Table S1).
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(p.Tyr1169Ter; rs148894066) in DSP causing arrhythmogenic right
ventricular cardiomyopathy (ARVC) observed in 9 individuals
(0.6%; 9/1559). Notably, 10 individuals harbored c.1056 C > A (p.
Cys352Ter; rs13306515) in LDLR-associated with familial hypercholesterolemia (FH) and cardiovascular disease.

Fig. 2 A Principal component analysis was performed by comparing
our 1565 exome data with 1000 Genome Project. 1559 exomes were
clustered together while the six exomes represented by triangles
were excluded from further analyses. EUR European, EAS East Asian,
AMR admixed American, SAS South Asian, AFR African

Based on the ACMG guidelines for the interpretation of
sequence variants, this resulted in a set of 68 different P/LP
variants in 26 genes associated with 18 diseases inherited in an
autosomal-dominant manner of 186 individuals (11.9%; 186/1559).
Of these, 22 unique P/LP variants in 15 genes of 85 individuals
(5.5%; 85/1559) were also reported as P/LP in the ClinVar archive.
The 15 genes are associated with 13 autosomal-dominant
diseases, which can be classiﬁed into three speciﬁc phenotype
categories: cancer, cardiovascular, and miscellaneous phenotypes
(Table 1).
SFs associated with oncogenic diseases were found in eight
individuals representing 9.4% (8/85) of the individuals with SFs
and 0.5% (8/1559) of our cohort. The most prevalent variants were
c.802-2 A > G (rs587782455) in PTEN associated with PTEN
hamartoma tumor syndromes.
Variants in genes related to cardiovascular diseases were
detected in 74 individuals, representing 87% (74/85) of the
patients with identiﬁed SFs and 4.7% (74/1559) of our cohort. The
most prevalent variant in this phenotypic category is c. 1019 C > T
(p.Thr340Met; rs34833812) in TGFBR2 responsible for Loeys-Dietz
syndrome 2 found in 19 individuals. For cardiomyopathies,
c.1000 G > A (p.Glu334Lys; rs573916965) in MYBPC3 found in 16
individuals is the most common one. Regarding arrhythmic
phenotype, the most prevalent variant is c.3507 C > A
Journal of Human Genetics

DISCUSSION
GS/ES offers SFs with the potential to improve healthcare. The
extent of their beneﬁts relates to their frequency, which depends
on the number of analyzed genes and varies by ethnic
background. The most widely used list of medically actionable
genes is recommended by ACMG, which increases from 56 genes
in 2013, and 59 genes in 2017 to 73 genes in 2021. This would
likely increase the frequency of SFs and the beneﬁts of
performing GS/ES.
Of the identiﬁed SFs in our Thai cohort, genes associated with
cardiovascular phenotype were the most frequently mutated
(4.7%; 74/1559). In all, 2.2% of our cohort (35/1559) risk for
cardiomyopathy including hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM),
dilated cardiomyopathy, and arrhythmogenic cardiomyopathy.
HCM has been reported to be the most prevalent genetic cardiac
disease with prevalences estimated at 1 in 500 to 1 in 200
individuals [18]. If all the P/LP variants identiﬁed in our cohort lead
to diseases, the prevalence of HCM in our Thai population would
be 1 in 92 (17/1559). Notably, P/LP in TGFBR2 were found in 19
individuals, leading to the prevalence of hereditary connective
tissue disorders including Loeys-Dietz syndrome 2, and familial
thoracic aortic aneurysms in our Thai population of 1 in 83 (19/
1559). If aortopathy is identiﬁed as presymptomatic, an available
effective intervention such as a prophylactic aortic surgery could
save lives [19].
FH is an autosomal dominant disease, with a signiﬁcantly
increased cardiovascular risk. FH is a common genetic disease with
an incidence of 0.2–0.5% worldwide [20]. Our ﬁnding of 0.9% or 1
in 104 individuals (15/1559) is consistent with the high
frequencies found in Southeast Asian countries including 1.4%
in Malaysian, and ~1% in Filipino and Vietnamese [21].
In all, 0.5% (8/1559) of our cohort are in the cancer phenotype
category. Six P/LP variants were found in PTEN associated with
PTEN hamartoma tumor syndromes. These syndromes include
Cowden syndrome (CS), Lhermitte–Duclos disease (LD),
Bannayan–Riley–Ruvalcaba syndrome (BRRS), and possibly Proteus
syndrome (PS). Variants in BRCA1, BRCA2, and PALB2 for breast
and/or ovarian cancer have a prevalence of 0.13% (2/1559) or 1 in
780, similar to the previous estimation of 0.12–0.25% in other
ethnics [22].
All SFs identiﬁed in our Thai cohort are associated with
autosomal dominant diseases. Actually, 24 monoallelic P/LP
variants in eight genes, ATP7B, BTD, CASQ2, GAA, HFE, MUTYH,
RPE65, and TRDN, are responsible for autosomal recessive diseases
were found in 40 individuals representing 2.6% of our cohort. In
all, 17 out of these 24 P/LP variants in eight genes of 30 individuals
were also reported as P/LP in the ClinVar archive (Supplementary
Table S1). Variants in ATP7B responsible for Wilson disease were
found in 16 individuals (1% of our cohort). This frequency is lower
than those in Hong Kong Chinese (1.3%), Lebanese (1.4%), Korean
(2%), Taiwanese (3.1%), and French (3.2%) [5–7, 23, 24]. Two
individuals (0.1%) of our cohort carried P/LP variants in MUTYH,
which increases the lifetime risk of colorectal cancer. It is much
lower than 1–2% of monoallelic found in the Caucasian
population [25]. As the ACMG recommends to return SFs of
recessive diseases only when the individuals harbor biallelic P/LP
variants and all in our cohort carried monoallelic variants, these
SFs, therefore, are not included as actionable in our study.
Nonetheless, these variants may still be relevant to the individuals
if the other allele is actually present but unidentiﬁed by the
technique or when they plan to have children.
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Disease phenotypes with the 22 pathogenic/likely pathogenic variants as secondary ﬁndings in 15 genes of 85 unrelated Thai individuals
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Table 1.
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This study was the ﬁrst to provide the prevalence of SFs from ES in
a Thai population. Most are related to cardiovascular and cancer
phenotypes. Early surveillance is critical to decreasing the risk of
developing diseases and sudden death. The information would serve
as a basis for precision medicine practice for the Thai population.
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